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Purpose and method 

• Problem: ‘Regional Innovation Paradox’ (Oughton et al, 2012; Muscio et 
al, 2015). Missing links between policy interventions and absorptive 
capacity (AC) building in the catching up and pre-frontier contexts. 

• Question: Are 2014-2020 innovation policy mixes effective in building 
absorptive capacities of developing innovation systems? 

• Methodology: Theory led evaluation of 20 R&I policy instruments in LT. 
Intervention logic reconstruction, surveys of firms and researchers,        
case studies, interviews and focus groups. Includes participatory 
evaluation. 

• Contribution: better understanding for policy makers on how to speed 
up knowledge transfer, restructuring and innovation processes in catching 
up or pre-frontier regions specialised in labour intensive traditional 
industries facing the need for upgrading.  

Evaluation was carried out in accordance with the service contract No 14P-79 signed on 19th of October 2016 between the Ministry of Finance of 
the Republic of Lithuania and Visionary Analytics, financed by the European Social Fund under the Operational Programme for Structural Funds 
Investments for 2014 - 2020 
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Structural change and upgrading in the catching up context 

Pre-catching up: 
limited technological 
capacities Catching up: basic 

infrastructure, growing 
industry,  imitation,  low 
value-added manufac-
turing (global level), 
engineering innovations 

Pre-frontier: 
specialised knowledge, 
strong industry,  
growing services and 
knowledge-intensive 
sectors, efficiency 
based GVC 

Technology frontier-
sharing: long-term 
innovations and networks, 
R&D growth stems from 
intersectoral spillovers, 
emergence of new sectors, 
push of knowledge boundaries 

 

Upgrading is a multidimensional process consisting of major dimensions (Radosevic and Yoruk, 
2015). Instead of being focused on structural changes at the level of industries, the focus should 
be on: 

 Knowledge intensity & convergence in all sectors and activities in the economy;  

 Human capital; 

 Integration in the global economy (GVCs). 
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Context: determinants of absorptive capacity  

Micro level System level 

Upgrading capabilities 

• Prior related knowledge stock. 
 

• National potential of highly educated people with 
relevant social capabilities.  

• Mobility of people. 

• Managerial and strategic aspects. 
Intra-firm change.  

• Organisational learning capabilities and skills. 

Structural change. Interaction with global economy 

• Inter-firm relationships, e.g. 
access to networks to obtain new 
knowledge.  

• R&D spillovers and institutional intermediates for 
knowledge transfer 

• International interconnectedness.  

• Environmental conditions, e.g. 
competitiveness, dynamism, etc. 

• Creation of structural conditions: infrastructure and 
improving entrepreneurship (start-ups etc).  

• Demand for innovation.  
• Effective governance.  
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Methodology 
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Intervention logic 2014-2020 
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4 types of innovators 
Objectives Problem Differentiating incentives 

Mature 
innovators 
 

High impact 
innovations, larger 
market 

Instruments are more 
suitable, but processes 
are lengthy, there is a lack 
of trust. 

Large long-term (might be 
cooperative) projects with clear 
international dimension. Composite 
policy instruments (might be 
sectorial). 

New FDI / 
development 
of existing FDI 

New enterprises, 
new high quality 
jobs 

Project tenders are not 
suitable. 

Continuous selection of projects. 
Supply ensured by Invest Lithuania.  

Startups 
Potent ideas, new 
enterprises 

Lack of systemic and VC 
measures, low 
competitiveness. 

Starting and risk capital, mentor teams 
to guide enterprises. 

Potential 
innovators 

Encouraging 
‘willingness to 
innovate’ and 
entrepreneurial 
discovery 

Evaluated as mature 
innovators. Lack of 
facilitation. Gap between 
innovation vouchers and 
Intellect projects. 

Friendlier instruments: higher share of 
small development projects, contract 
R&D, help with idea development, 
technological audits, strengthening 
human capital. 
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Challenges: R&D&I instruments for business 

1.Separating mature and potential 
innovators, increasing the 
competitiveness of the latter. 

2.Unlocking the potential of 
enterprises. 

3.Ensuring a steady stream of high 
quality R&D project ideas. 

4.Giving more attention to development 
of startups and their R&D activities. 
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First calls for proposals for businesses 

What projects are expected 
in the ‘Intellect. Joint 
science-business projects’ 
instrument? 
 

• Large 

• High quality, oriented towards 
new R&D activities 

• Implemented together with 
universities / research 
organisations 

What applications were 
submitted? 
 

• Smaller development projects (> 
50%) 

• ~50% of rejected projects did not 
„comply with R&D“ 

• Average quality evaluation is 
between 43.8 and 61 (out of 
100), depending on smart 
specialisation priority areas 

Meanwhile, in other calls: 
 

• Very high demand for innovation 
vouchers– 442 applications 

• SmartInvestLT + funded 6 out of 
30 applications 

• Inocluster funded 7 out of 11 
applications 

• 7 new calls (including aimed at 
research sector) with tendering 
procedure were launched since 
January 2017 
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Challenges: R&D commercialisation and science-business 
collaboration 

Systemic challenges: 

1. Gap between interests of 
science and business 

2. Absorptive capacities of 
business (demand) 

3. Researchers motivation 
and lack of incentives 

4. Lack of professional 
knowledge management and 
marketing 

5. ‘Speaking different 
languages’ 
 

Research-side 
challenges: 

1. Approx. half of 
researchers are/plan to be 
working with business  

2. 50% of researchers think 
that knowledge 
management is 
unsatisfactory 

3. 45% consider that system 
of incentives for working 
with business is non-
optimal 

Business-side 
challenges: 

1. Complex procedures, 
cumbersome bureaucracy, 
low flexibility  

2. Public sector researchers 
are overloaded, there is a 
lack of specialists for using 
infrastructure 

3. 42% of respondents 
thought that using open 
access infrastructure is 
difficult and unappealing 
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Instruments funding research in research organisations and 
higher education institutions 
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Challenges faced by researchers 

• Research career is not attractive to young people (significant 
difficulties, including, during the period just after obtaining 
doctoral degree, caused by ended scholarship). 

• Unattractive conditions to researchers (remuneration non-
competitive globally) impedes attracting top-level researchers to 
Lithuania. 

• Systemic issues (e.g. ‘dividing’ time between research and 
lecturing, gaps between calls for applications, etc.). 
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Conclusions and implications 

• Lithuania‘s current innovation policy mix is more versatile than the previous 
one (2007-2013), but evaluation indicates that further improvements are 
necessary to move the economy closer to the technology frontier. 

• Effective RDI policy mix requires diversification of instruments based on 
characteristics of specific groups of beneficiaries. A more balanced 
innovation policy mix could create incentives for companies to move up the 
value chains, and unlock innovation potential in the business sector. 

• Funding of R&D activities should be accompanied by other types of 
instruments (e.g. ‘soft measures’). This would allow creating a pipeline for 
high quality R&D ideas and help link specific projects with development of 
enterprises. 
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Conclusions and implications 

• Stronger focus on financial instruments could create a ‘safety net’ for the 
future and diminish the dependence of enterprises on subsidies. 

• Investment targeting collaborative projects does not ensure that 
collaboration will emerge (e.g. due to low attractiveness). Importantly, a 
favourable system of incentives for researchers must be established so 
that collaboration with enterprises would give them suitable benefits. 

• Strengthening human capital in R&D&I is crucial for enabling   research 
infrastructure, ensuring collaboration with businesses, etc. Therefore, 
funding for researchers should be increased, and better tailored for 
specific target groups (e.g. better financial proposals for top-level 
researchers from abroad). Creating a better environment for researchers 
is also essential. 
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Thank You! 

E-mail:       agne@visionary.lt             pijus@visionary.lt 


